2003 s80 volvo

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S Overview Overview Most
Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission
4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2.
Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel
level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes.
Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable
passenger seat yes Front leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes Front
head room Rear hip Room 55 in. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Length
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base
Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the S Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension
yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 8 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See S80
Inventory. Sign Up. See S80 Inventory. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Description: Used Volvo S80 2. This Volvo S80
4dr 2. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty.
Can you say, Ride in Style?! Driving delight. Tired of the same dull drive? Well change up things
with this superb-looking Volvo S80 with that fresh, never-smoked-in smell. This S80 is fuel
efficient, so you won't feel guilty during that daily commute. It scored the top rating in the IIHS
frontal offset test. Contemporary Automotive would like to invite you to our dealership, to view
the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit our website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr
Extended Warranty!! Find this vehicle with only miles! Safety options include Central pwr door
locks-inc: trunk, Front airbags dual , Side airbags front , Side curtain airbags front , Side curtain
airbags rear. Welcome to Roy Robinson Chevrolet. The Volvo brand has always put the safety of
their drivers and passengers first as they over engineer their vehicles to be the safest on the
road. One of the first to offer side airbags, curtain airbags and side impact door beams. Pleased
to bring to market this very nice and very low mileage Volvo S80 T6 with just over 22k miles on
the odometer. The car was sold new out of Naples Florida where it remained for 13yrs and then
was transferred to Georgia and North Carolina. The car was routinely serviced at the Volvo
dealer and remains in excellent condition based on 20yrs old and such low miles. The car is
very nicely optioned with; leather seats, sunroof, dual-zone auto climate control, keyless entry,
power features, full power seats with memory, traction control, on-board computer, 17in alloy
wheels, premium stereo with 4CD changer in dash, twin turbo 6cyl engine, rear side shades,
rear window shade, fog lights and cruise control. Vehicle has been highly documented with
service records and maintenance. Vehicle is a joy to drive and the HP setup provides plenty of
power and impressive gas mileage. This is a car that has a tremendous amount of miles still to
enjoy and a car that has a very cool look with great handling in any situation. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Autonation Volkswagen Mall of Georgia has a wide selection of exceptional
pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Volvo S Low, low mileage coupled with an
exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. Beautiful color combination with
Silver Metallic exterior over Graphite interior making this the one to own! The quintessential
Volvo -- This Volvo S80 speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a
passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. S80 3. Description: Used Volvo S80 3. We have the area's largest
selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from!
Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales
department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our
website Open 7 days a week! Previous corporate fleet vehicle. Price excludes tax, title, tags and
processing. We finance all shapes of credit. We are giving you an opportunity to purchase this
car before we send it to the auction. At this current time, due to the age and mileage of the car,
it will be sold "As-Is" However, Warranties are Available. Thank you for reading this! The only
significant change is a new engine option: a smooth and powerful turbocharged six-cylinder
producing horsepower. I reviewed the model earlier this year, and since then nothing has
changed my opinion that this is the best Volvo to date. The new turbo engine only adds to the
S80 s impressive value statement in its class. The Looks The improvements over the previous
generation are of course most noticeable by simply looking at the S I wouldn t call it striking,
but it is handsome bordering on the masculine, yet still able to appeal to the most feminine of
moms. The sculpted body mimics other recently redesigned Volvos, but the S80 uses the

technique to its best effect to date. The headlights are more angled than ever before it s a subtle
difference, but one that adds to the overall appearance. The rear is still dull as a doornail,
though. Inside, however, the S80 wins absolute raves. There are three things the interior has
going for it: 1. Actual design: The dash flows into the instrument panel, creating an organic
wave. The gauges are real metal with electronic readouts in the center, and the analog needles
run on an inner ring. Even the turn-signal arrows fit into an arrow-shaped cutout in the gauge
cluster. Ergonomically simple: The S80 has buttons. Lots of them. They allow you to turn on the
air, stereo, safety features and more with a simple push there are no complicated menus for
simple tasks, just buttons. Oh, the brilliance. The buttons are housed on Volvo s trademark
floating center stack, another nice design touch. High quality: Unlike other Volvos, the flagship
S80 is a real luxury car. The materials are all soft to the touch, the leather is plush and the seats
are ultra comfortable. What s left to want? OK, it could have a bit more room in the backseat,
but the space isn t what you d call confining. The small trunk was a bit of a surprise, however it
s not exactly deep or tall, so large suitcases have to be wedged in tightly. I m an infrequent
golfer, but I don t think I would be able to get more than two full-size bags in there without
folding the rear seats, which wouldn t leave room for a foursome. The Moves While the interior
is the S80 s standout area, the driver s digs were never the old model s main fault a lackluster
driving experience was. The S80 s optional V-8 engine adds some excitement, making hp and
pounds-feet of torque. That power comes early when the gas pedal gets pushed, and it even
makes a healthy little growl. That s not very Volvo at all, and will probably be what car shoppers
notice most about this model s performance. The S80 comes standard with an
inline-six-cylinder that makes an incredibly less-sexy-sounding hp and pounds-feet of torque.
That s why it s a happy surprise that Volvo would roll out a third engine choice for its new
flagship sedan what s even more surprising is the turbo s exciting driving feel. While the V-8
has some grunt off the line, the T6 delivers smooth power, especially at highway passing
speeds. Steering is just as smooth. It s not as pinpoint precise as a BMW s, but Volvo drivers
aren t looking for the ultimate driving machine, they want a safe car that can pass on demand
and has a comfortable ride. The S80 delivers an almost perfect blend of comfort and
performance. It may seem strange, but from a driving-thrills standpoint, there s no reason for
anyone to move up to the V Like most Volvos, the S80 s steering is still floaty compared to
almost every other luxury car on the market, and even with all-wheel drive this thing doesn t
take tightly curved off-ramps like a sports sedan. In the pothole-heaven known as Chicago, an
adaptive suspension like the one offered on the V-8 I tested in March sounds like a great idea.
What did the adaptive suspension do? In theory, each of the three settings Comfort, Sport and
Advanced are supposed to adjust the suspension to deliver a different driving feel depending
on the driving surface and situation. Volvo could ve fooled me. Neither the Sport nor the
Advanced setting did much to change my opinion of the car s virtue as a performer. After
playing around with the settings for the better part of two days, I resigned myself to Comfort
because that s what the car delivered best. I certainly didn t miss the system when I drove a
version that didn t come with it equipped. I can now definitively say it is unnecessary. Safety
Features The S80 excels at safety. Before the little bubble above your head fills with the word
Duh, let me add that this Volvo has some breakthrough safety gizmos we hadn t seen until very
recently. The new S80 also earned the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety s Top Safety Pick,
meaning it scored the highest possible rating in front, side and rear crash tests. No other luxury
cars in the segment managed that feat. Optional safety gadgets include cameras mounted to
each side mirror that tell the car s computer when a car is in your blind spot. When a car is in
that spot, a dull orange light so as to not overly distract you illuminates in the bottom corner of
the window, on whichever side the intruding car is on. The nice thing is you can turn this
feature off if it starts to annoy you. I found the system so unobtrusive that I left it on all the time,
and I don t generally like nanny-ing devices. I was also impressed that the system seemed to
know when a semi was next to you and didn t illuminate when its trailer extended into your blind
spot. The other relatively new safety feature is a collision warning system that alerts you when a
car ahead of you has slowed down and an impact is imminent. A row of red lights illuminates in
front of the driver, right at the edge of the dashboard, so the lights reflect off the windshield.
Think this would be annoying in bumper-to-bumper traffic? It wasn t. This thing is smart I
repeatedly tried to get it to go off during a commute by tailgating and waiting until the last
second to brake, but it was no good. How do I know it works if I couldn t simulate a
near-impact? A few Chicago drivers gave me a hand. I was stuck in traffic while driving home
from the office one stormy night by the way, if someone can tell me why people freak out when
it rains, let me know and there were a number of cars trying to merge into four lanes of traffic.
One driver cut off the Mercedes-Benz in front of me, causing its driver to brake suddenly. The
Volvo s lights went red, flashed, and I slammed on the brakes. The system actually assisted me

by preparing the brakes to be more effective for my reactionary and more aggressive stomp on
the pedal. I guess that s the reason Volvo doesn t want you trying to fool the system. Of course,
it probably costs more than that to repair a bumper, so the collision system may be worth the
investment. The optional all-wheel drive and standard stability system are useful when driving
in inclement weather, and there are an abundance of airbags and reinforced doors to protect
you in case anything does go wrong. They all obviously do their jobs just fine to garner that top
safety rating. S80 in the Market The market for a large luxury sedan from Volvo has always been
hampered by the fact that the people car buyers want to protect most are their family, and
families often opt for wagons and SUVs. The sedan is usually the executive car, and until now
there s been no overwhelming reason for today s choosy executive to even consider the S Now,
the sedan buyer who wants high-minded interior design and extreme safety over performance
can look at the new S80 as a sensible alternative. My test vehicle didn t have any extra add-ons,
and it never felt under-equipped. There are still Volvo s low reliability scores to worry about, and
with this much technology crammed into a car there s even more that could go wrong. Yet the
fact remains that after testing multiple versions of the S80 over the past year, I m convinced that
Volvo knows how to make cars that are more than just safe. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! The incredibly low mileage and painstaking upkeep
on this Volvo S80 fleet-only makes it a once-in-a-lifetime deal that won't last long! Call us today
to reserve your test drive! The quintessential Volvo -- This Volvo S80 fleet-only I6 speaks
volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and
standards far above the ordinary. Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind, this
vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. There is no reason why you shouldn't buy this
Volvo S80 fleet-only I6. It is incomparable for the price and quality. We are so confident of being
the Low-Cost provider that we guarantee it. We have researched and compared thousands of
vehicle transactions to give you a great value and the lowest competitive price. Buy with
confidence and experience why people drive hundreds of miles to buy from AutoNation Ford.
Key Policy: Our pre-owned vehicles come with one key unless we received more than one from
the previous owner. Additional keys may be purchased. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4
cylinders 7 5 cylinders 3 6 cylinders 38 8 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Five Star Dealer. Know
The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 55 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. GM transmission take it to
the junk yard. Gauge cluster just went out this CAR. Thought about letting it go but i still will not
even come close to anything near the miles and money ive put in it. After owning my fist volvo
S80 2. Purched my next very shortly after found s80 t6 2. There is only 2 other vehicle they are
in that ive found other then gm products. That is the volvo s80 and the XC IN the years around
what i have. I am so disappointed in this car im going to have over in a car worth Volvo has
really disappointed me now i have a car that wont run and haven't made the 1st payment.
Mechanic says you are lucky to get miles out of the transmission. All i can say is im
disappointed in volvo now. Just after replacing the transmission the fuel pump went out. Now
with approx. The front end needs work so basically i will have to drive this car for years. Wish i
could post pics of the wonderful advertising sticker swartz auto in harrisonburg va put on the
back of it. Was going to remove but instead put a sign above it that says do not buy from. They
were horriable for there customer service. I will never recommend or buy from them again. Win
some loose some sure was a nice riding car. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to

help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of
equipment or special features. I have no complaints all. I just need a car. I like my car it does its
job it gets me around places. Love the car design, quality of manufacture, build and style. It is
reasonably reliable for Its age, but it does require repairs from time to time. That volvos carry
the highest
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safety rating across all models. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior
Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Nautic Blue Metallic. Silver Metallic. Moondust
Metallic. Ash Gold Metallic. Crystal Green Metallic. Black Sapphire Metallic. White Pearlescent
Metallic. Ruby Red Metallic. Volvo S80 Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner
Reviews. Dependable and smooth riding. Read More. Great safety features, Great in all seasons
I feel very safe in this car. Eleanor J wrote on September 26, William S wrote on November 22,
See All Reviews 3. Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Moderate
Overlap Front. See all Safety Features. Top Rated Sedans. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for
Gas Mileage. Best Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars.

